Central Region - Access Constraints as of 22 April 2016

**KATHMANDU-TOLKA-BIDUR MUNICIPALITY ROAD VIA SAMUNDRADEVI AND SIKRE VDC IS OPERATIONAL. HOWEVER, MOVEMENT IN THE GIVEN ROUTE IS CATEGORIZED AS HIGH RISK ROAD.**

**TIMBU-HELEMBU ROAD IS INACCESSIBLE BEYOND TIMBU DUE TO ROAD CONDITION.**

**GONGAR KHOLA TO LAMBAGAR 2, LAMBAGAR 3 ROAD SECTION IS REPORTED BLOCKED DUE TO LANDSLIDES.**

**MUGLING - NARAYANAGHAT ROAD WILL BE REMAINED CLOSED FROM 11:00 HOURS TO 15:00 HOURS EVERY DAY FOR ROAD MAINTENANCE.**

**ARUGHAIT - DHADING BEST ROAD VIA JAMMRUNG VDC IS OPEN. HOWEVER 4X4 LIGHT VEHICLES (5 TONS) TRUCKS ARE ONLY PASSABLE.**

---

**This map is only intended to display the physical condition of the roads, based on the best information available at the time of publication. It does not address access issues related to factors other than the actual physical condition of the road itself. It does not reflect the political situation, or address security issues.**

**Information Sources:** WFP, UNDSS, RMO

**Prepared by:** Biplob.Rakhal@wfp.org

**Contact:** hp_im_rome@wfp.org

**Website:** www.logcluster.org

**Date Created:** 22 April 2016

**Disclaimer:**

The information displayed on this map concerning physical road conditions may be affected by weather conditions, floods, landslides, etc. Please take care to verify the information before use.

**DISCLAIMER:**

IF YOU HAVE UPDATED ACCESS INFORMATION CONCERNING PHYSICAL ROAD CONDITIONS TO CONTRIBUTE PLEASE CONTACT THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER INFORMATION MANAGEMENT OFFICER IN KATHMANDU.